Angeline Dukes, MSc
PhD Candidate, Fowler Lab, UCI School of Biological Sciences,
Founder & President, Black in Neuro

Angeline Dukes is the daughter of Haitian and Trinidadian immigrants and a first-generation college graduate. She earned her Bachelor’s degree in Biology from Fisk University in 2017. She is now a fourth-year PhD candidate in UCI BioSci Professor Christie Fowler’s lab. As an addiction neuroscientist, Angeline’s research seeks to assess the long-term effects of adolescent nicotine and cannabinoid exposure. She was awarded the National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship in 2018. This year she is the recipient of the Edward Steinhaus Teaching Award and Most Promising Future Faculty Award. Aside from research, she is passionate about the support and mentorship of underrepresented students in the sciences. Angeline is the Founder and President of Black in Neuro, an international grassroots organization dedicated to amplifying and cultivating a supportive community for Black scholars in neuroscience-related fields. Black in Neuro has reached scholars in over 65 different countries and hosted over 2000 people for Black in Neuro Week events and the Black in Neuro mini-conference.

2021 Golden Apple winner

Matthew McHenry, PhD
Professor, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Past Golden Apple winners

Nancy Aguilar-Roca, PhD, ‘20
Michael Leon, PhD, ‘19
Julia Massimelli, PhD, ‘18
Georg F. Striedter, PhD, ‘17
Justin F. Shaffer, PhD, ‘16
Kim Green, PhD, ‘15
Aimee L. Edinger, VMD, PhD, ‘14
Kailen A. Mooney, PhD, ‘13
Melissa B. Lodoen, PhD, ‘12
Susana Cohen-Cory, PhD, ‘11
Christine Suetterlin, PhD, ‘10
Steven D. Allison, PhD, ‘09
Marcelo A. Wood, PhD, ‘08
Shiou-Chuan (Sheryl) Tsai, PhD, ‘07
MESSAGE FROM DEAN LAFERLA

Dear Class of 2021,

I am honored to congratulate all of you on receiving your undergraduate or master’s degree on this momentous day. Earning a degree in biology is challenging under the best of circumstances, but with the challenge of a global pandemic and remote learning, your achievement is even more special. On behalf of the faculty and staff of the UC Irvine School of Biological Sciences, I am very proud of you and your accomplishments.

As you know, our school’s foundational theme is MIND | BODY | WORLD and the COVID-19 global pandemic has illustrated just how connected life is. The world depends on biologists like us to find solutions to the current pandemic and any future ones, as well as to other challenges to our planet like climate change. Pursuing studies in the biological sciences is tough, but has never mattered more.

The late founder of Apple, Steve Jobs, said, “I think the biggest innovations of the 21st century will be at the intersection of biology and technology. A new era is beginning.”

Today, that “new era” is a reality. And you are now among the fortunate few who possess important comprehension of science and technology. I know you will use this knowledge to do good, rewarding work in your future profession. You are the game-changers for our planet.

I hope you will always remember your time at UCI with fondness and remain in close contact with the School.

Best wishes,

Frank

Frank M. LaFerla, PhD
Dean and Chancellor’s Professor
MASTER IN CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION

CHERISH MARIA NICOLE CARGAGENA-MILLS
LYUI CHEN
MICHAELA ANNE COATS
HAILEY COLEMAN
KHAI DANG

CARMEN JOANNE GARDNER
KYLE KILLIAN
ANDREW LALEIAN
MELISSA LIPPINCOTT
VICTORIA ISABELLA MASJUAN
ELIAS VLADIMIROVICH POTASHOV
YANGHONGFAN WANG
LIBIN YUAN

MASTER OF SCIENCE

AHFNAN AMIN BARHOOSH
ZOE CHEN
XINLEI CHEN
SAKSHI CHIKKALGI
AYESHA DHAR
ELENA NICOLE DOMINGUEZ
ANGELINE JOAN DUKES
SANJUANA GARCIA
NEHA L HATANGADI
YIKAI HUANG

MINZHI LIANG
FENG LIN
ASHVEEN MALHOTRA
LAVANYA MANJUNATH
SCOTT MANSRI-PATTANAKUL
RAGHAVI MISRA
HINDOL NAG
ESHANI NANDI
AN PHAM
PHILLIP PHAM
RISHI VISWANATHAN
PRIYA SHAH
ISHAAK TOMAR
LILIAN TRANG
YI WANG
LOK TUNG WONG
WANLIN XIONG
YIFAN ZHAI

HONORS / SUMMA CUM LAUDE

CHEYENNE BEHESHTIAN
ELIZABETH SIYI DUAN
AUDREY WEN-JUAN FUNG
KATELYN GIAP
TIMOTHY ISAAC HSU
HONGSHEEN KIM
TORI ABIGAIL KING
DEAN MATTHEW MADORY

MELISSA DYAN MARTENS
ANGIE NGUYEN
OANH THI PHUONG NGUYEN
TRINA THU NGUYEN
TANNOZ NOROUZI
KEVIN JAMES O’BRIEN
ZAID PAREKH
DANIEL SOROUDI
KRISTA THERESE TALAMO
IBRAHIM AHMED THEIN
KEVIN TRUONG
ALICIA CHRISTINE WELLS
BEHZAD ZABANAVAR
SETARAH ZANDI HAGHIGHI

HONORS / MAGNA CUM LAUDE

CHRIS S ALEXANDER
RACHEL AZAR
ROUNAK BAGHBANINOLOURANI
GRACE ANN BAKER
MATTHEW ROBERT BANG
NADINE BEN ROMDHANE
LIAM BUI
MICHAEL MINH BUI
NU NHAT BUI
KAITLIN MARIE CONROY

MARIA MAGDY GERGEES
JOHNNY PHUOC THO HAN
KIANA HASHEMI
KIM HOANG
ANDY P. HUANG
ALEJANDRA IBARRA
SARAH HATEM IBRAHIM
DREW NATHAN JUSTESON
MAYA NASHAT LOUIS
CAT-THI LY
NIAYESH NAJAFI
BINH THI HUONG NGUYEN
BRITNEY THUYAN PHAN NGUYEN
RYAN DAN NGUYEN
VICTORIA TUONG-VI PHAM
STEVE HUY DINH PHAN
TIFFANY THUY DUyen NGUYEN QUACH
TANNAZ RAZZAGHI
HONORS / MAGNA CUM LAUDE continued

ANEESAH SYEDA AKBAR
NAZANIN ALAGHEMAND
KYLE CHRISTIAN FORMENTERA ALLEN
YASMEEN ALLIE
KATHY MARISOL ARROYO
CAROLYN KAEKA BOUSMAIL
ANDREANA CHEN
CLARE CHEN
ALWIN CHEUNG
AMOGHA DAHAL
ADAM KUNO DEWITT
SAMANTHA THU DINH
NATHAN ANTHONY DO
THU ANNIE DO
LIA XIAO DOLAN
AMANDA LYNN ELJANSANTOS
SABRINA ESTRADA
DARREN FAN
YASAMIN FAZELI
DAMANI TAYE FIELDS
GEORGE NADER RAMSIS FRANCIS
JENNIFER MICHELLE GENDREAU
MONICA F. GERGES
KIMIA TIFFANY GHASEMIAH
JOSCELYN GIANG
ADAM MICHAEL GOOD
YEAB GURACHA
NIMA RYAN HADIDI
ALIREZA HAKIMI AGHDAM
FEBRONYA MICHAEL HANNA
TRANG YEN HOANG
KATRINA ANN HOUGH
ZHUI HU
MAHTAB FARAHANI JALALI
SOHRAB KHARABAF
MEAGAN STEPHANIE KHUU
SIMRAN ANIL KUKREJA
BRANDON MASARU KURIKI
ASHLEY A. LAI
DENISE LAM
TIEN HONG LAM
GRACE ESTHER LEE
SARAH EUGENIE LEE
JANICE LI
JASON SK LO
DANIEL OSCAR LOMBOY
COLLEEN BICHQUYEN LUONG
GOR VAGRAMOVICH MIRZOYAN
JONATHAN ASHRAF NASIF
ANH PHUC NGUYEN
CAROLINE BICH NGUYEN
GIANG THI THANH NGUYEN
HENRY MINH JR. NGUYEN
JERRY L. NGUYEN
JOY NGAN NGUYEN
KATHERN LE NGUYEN
MATTHEW HOAI NGUYEN
NATHAN TAN NGUYEN
TIMOTHY DUY NGUYEN
TRANG P. NGUYEN
NADEEN MAYA NIMA
BRENDA PATRICIA PENUELA NOARBE
MICHAEL CHRISTOPHER OCA
RILEY MATTHEW OLDS
SOO MIN PARK
XINYUE PEI
CHRIS ANGELO PINEDA
JOSEPH ERNEST QIN
LEEANNE QUSSINY
RUTUJA NARENDRA SABNIS
VIVEK LAKSHMI SATISH
NEIL CHIRAG SHAH
HALEIGH BROOKE SHERMAN
LINGQING SHI
JUSTIN HOYIN SHIU
MARK MAGED SOLIMAN
JAHYUK SONG
AVRIL MARYSIA STULGINSKI
ZAYN SIKANDER SUHALE
TAM MINH TA
PAUL ZAREH TCHOUHLAKIAN
KIRAKOS TOMAS
ROMAN TORRES
ANTHONY NGUYENHOANG TRAN
TIFFANY VI TRIEU
HONG AN LE TRUONG
JENNIFER TRUONG
ANDRES EDWARDO VARGAS
GEORGENE ALEXANDRA VASQUEZ
RISHI NOEL VERNANI
THAOMY VO
CINDY NGAN VU
PETER DO VU
BROOKE ELIZABETH WAECHTLER
LUCAS JARED WANG
MATTHIEU DIDIER RENE WEBER
ISHINI MANOGE WICKRAMATUNGA
NANCY ZHAI
JORDAN VAN ZHANG
ARTIN MICHAEL ZIARY

HONORS / CUM LAUDE

MAVEN MONDIGUING SINAGUINAN
JONATHAN DAVIS TCHAN
COURTNEY ELIZABETH TOM
LINH NGUYEN PHUONG TRAN
LINH NGUYEN TRUC TRAN
ILENE PHUONG-THAO TRINH
MICHELLE VY NGUYEN TRINH
JOSE J. VASQUEZ
CHRISTINA RENEE WONG
JACOB SACAMAY YUDIONO
UCI SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
CLASS OF 2021
continued

SARAH SUJIT SINGH
CHAD NATHAN SIRIMANOTHAM
RICHARD MITCHELL YOSHITAKA
SLIFE
SARAH PASCASHA SMITH
MEGAN FAITH SNOW
MELANI SOLEIMANI
RICHIE ANNE CORPUZ SOLIVEN
ASHLEY UREY SONG
SANDEEP KAUR SRAN
DANIEL YEONGJIN SON
ASHLEY SONG
AARON SOUKAPHAY
SAN D. VU

ELIZABETH WANG
KATHRYN KIM WANG
YUNBO WANG
YUXI WANG
DESTINE ZARINA WARD
IAN VIORELL WARD
REBEKAH G. WEI
MATTHEW STEVEN
WELLENDORF
MOIRA ANNE WILLIAMS
TERRY DEANDRE WILLIAMS
CONNIE S. WON
CARESSA MEGAN WONG
ELAINE WONG
PETER WONG

SHYENNA PEDSAMON PADIR
WONGSAVANH
JESSICA MAE WOODRUFF
BEVERLY HU WU
VIENNA WU
XIA WU
YU FENG WU
HUTAO XIE
CHRISTINA XU
ERLAI XU
JENNIE NINH XU
RANDY WEI YAN
FLOR YANEZ

JOCELYN YANEZ
BREANA YANTANE
CAITLYN SOU YEE
MEL ANDRE TACIO YEE
GEEHAE TERESA YEO
KA-LAI YEUNG
KATHERINE KEXIN YIN
MICHAEL S. YOON
COURTNEY A. YORK
JI EUN YO
CHRISTINA LYNN YOUNG
DAVID JAMES YOUNG

ANDRE MIGUEL BANGAYAN YU
QIANBEI YU
YIMING YU
BELAIYNE YUEN
NATALIE YUK-YING YUN
ARIANNA ZARATE
GIULIANNA NATALIE ZELAYA
DIRAN ZENG
JIAMIN ZENG
JERRY JIE-PING ZHANG
TIANBEI ZHANG

YIRU ZHAO
QIN ZHONG
KEVIN K. ZHOU
ALA ZOHOURALEN
MATTHEW HIRAM ZUNIGA
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YOU MAKE A DIFFERENCE TO BIOSCI

In graduating from UCI BioSci, you belong to a dynamic community of alumni who care about the health of our minds, our bodies and our world. With your undergraduate education or master’s degree completed, your connection to the School remains invaluable. Here’s how you can help advance our collective mission:

Attend: Join us at lectures, events and celebrations.

Mentor: Volunteer with our program to help guide tomorrow's biologists.

Stay connected: Find us on social media and provide us with your updated contact information to receive special invitations and news.

Give: Even a small financial gift has a big effect. Gaining donors helps our U.S. News ranking climb and broadens our impact on the world.

Any or all of these activities sustain your bond with BioSci and assist in creating a better planet for all who inhabit it. For further information, please visit bio.uci.edu/giving.

Congratulations, Class of 2021!

Join the BioSci Ambassadors Network!

The BioSci Ambassadors is a great way for recent graduates to network with fellow alumni and make connections that will unlock future professional opportunities. Recent grads can join at a discounted price. Help your graduate build his/her professional network today. To learn more, visit bsa.bio.uci.edu.

Zot Zot Zot!!!